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Ladies and Gentleman 
 
FN HUNTING is one of the largest and most prominent hunting outfitters in Austria. Since 
1950 the Fürst & Neuper Family have been offering the best hunting experience Austria and 
Hungary have to offer. We serve clients from all over the world and we are especially well 
known within the European hunting community. Today the company is managed by Toni 
Fürst & Martin O. Neuper who are 8th generation hunters. 
In the areas of Vienna and Burgenland (Danube Territory) we have a private hunting area and 
in the mountains we have 4 private hunting reserves (free range). In Hungary we have also an 
exclusive big hunting area too. We specialize in walk and stalk and also driven wild boar 
hunts. For Game Birds we offer exquisite traditional pheasant and duck hunting in Slovakia & 
Hungary. And in Romania we can organize driven hunts for European brown bears. 
 
The areas in Austria are: 
 

• ALPINE TERRITORY:  
o Hunting area ZECH ERLACH / Saualm Mountain / Carinthia  
o Hunting area REISSECK MOUNTAIN / Carinthia 
o Hunting area PATERNION / Carinthia 
o Hunting area TRAGÖSS / Hochschwab Mountain line / Styria 

 

• DANUBE TERRITORY:  
o Hunting area PUNITZWALD ( Burgenland ) 

 
• The areas in Hungary area: 

o Hunting area Rede / Gyoer 
 
While hunting with us it is always an option to visit more than just one territory. 
 
Hunting area ZECH ERLACH  
The area is situated in the Austrian country Carinthia near the town Klagenfurt (South/ 
Austria). The area is also not far away from the Italian border. It is about a 3,5 hours drive 
from Vienna to the area. 
The hunting block has a size of about 4500 acres and is part of a 120.000 acres private 
hunting reserve. The vegetation is mainly pine trees. The mountains top is grassland without 
rocks and easy to hunt for older hunters. The area is located from 1200 meters up to 1800 
meters over sea level. The area has a good road network and many high seated blinds. 
Hunting will be done on walk and stalk and waiting in blinds. 
 
The following game is available: Red Stag (Mountain), Roe Deer and Chamois. 
Accommodation: Estate Keutschachhof / see brochure! 
  



 
 
Hunting area Reisseck Mountain 
The area is situated in the Austrian country Carinthia near the town Spittal / Drau (South West 
/ Austria).It is about a 4 hours drive from Vienna or 0,5 hours drive from Klagenfurt to the 
area. 
The hunting block has a size of about 4000 acres and is part of 120,000 acres hunting reserve. 
The vegetation is mainly pine trees. The mountains top is grassland with sharp rocks to the 
top. The area is located from 900 meters up to 2500 meters over sea level. The area has a 
good road network and it is also good for older hunters. Hunting will be done via walk and 
stalk and high seated blinds. 
 
The following game is available: Chamois, Mountain Red Stag, and Roe deer. 
Hotel: A Variety of 4 Star  with Wellness Centre’s 
 
 
 
Hunting area Paternion 
The area is situated in the Austrian country Carinthia near the town Villach (South West / 
Austria). It is about a 4 hours drive from Vienna or 0,5 hours drive from Klagenfurt to the 
area. 
The hunting block has a size of about 18000 acres and is part of 500,000 acres hunting reserve 
The vegetation is mainly pine and spruce trees. The mountains top is grassland with a few 
sharp rocks to the top. The area is located from 800 meters up to 2500 meters over sea level. 
The area also has a good road network. Hunting will be done mainly via walk and stalk as 
well as from high seats. 
 
The following game is available: Chamois, Mountain Red Stag and Roe Deer. 
Hotel: A Variety of 4 Star Hotels with Wellness Center ´s or Private Manor House 
 
 
Hunting area TRAGÖSS  
The area is situated in the Austrian country Styria near the town Bruck/Mur. (Central / 
Austria). It is about a 1,5 hours drive from Vienna to the area. 
The hunting block has a size of about 4800 acres and is part of 200.000 acres hunting reserve. 
The vegetation is mainly pine trees. The mountains top is grassland with sharp rocks to the 
top. The area is located from 1200 meters up to 3000 meters over sea level. The road network 
here is not as good as the others so good physical condition is ideal for success. Hunting will 
be done on a walk and stalk basis. 
 
The following game is available: Ibex, Roe Deer and Chamois. 
Hotel: 3 or 4 Star Hotels 
 
 
  



 
 
Hunting Area PUNITZWALD  
The famous estate & free range Hunting ground PUNITZWALD is located in Burgenland / 
Austria near the Hungarian border and have a size of about. 8,000 acres. It is about 1,5 hours 
drive from Vienna to the hunting ground. The area consist a 3,900 acres estate hunting 
reserve. The vegetation is pine and oak forest land with many beautiful grass fields and a 
fishing ponds inside the forest. The terrain is light hilly with a very good road network. The 
hunting area is well known and famous for big trophy Red Stags, Moufflon Rams and Fallow 
Deer. Next to these species you can hunt also for Sika Stag-, Wild Boars, Roe Deer & Pere 
David Stag in this area. The trophy sizes from Red stags are between 7 kg up to over 16 kg, 
Fallow deer can grow to a trophy size up to 4,5 kg. Big Moufflon Rams can grow to a size 
over 1 Meter horn length. Wild Boars have also trophy sizes up to 28cm. This area is really a 
special place were hunters can get a dream trophy for a reasonable price. Usually you should 
plan a trip for 5 full hunting days to make a successful hunt. In this area we can hunt from 
stands as well as walk & stalk. Driven hunting on Wild Boars and other big game is also 
available. 
 
The following game is available: Red Stag (Common), Sika Stag (Dybovski), Sika Stag 
(Nippon), Fallow Stag, Wild Boar, Moufflon Ram, Pere David Stag and Roe Deer. 
 
Hotel: In our exclusive hunting castle. In the castle our cooks and waiters will serve you 
excellent food and drinks. There is also the possibility to rest in a 3 or 4 Star Hotel near the 
area, or in the hunting camp. 
 
Hunting area: Rede / Hungary by Gyoer 
The area is located just 1,5 hour drive from Vienna or from Budapest near the city of Gyoer. 
We have here a 15.000acres free range hunting area and a fenced area with a size of 
5000acres. The Vegetaion is Oak Forest and we have agriculture fields next to the huge forest 
blocks. The terrain is hilly and about 80 percent of the area is forest. In the area we have lot of 
grassing spots and lot of small creeks. We have a good road network here and hunting is top. 
The trophy sizes from Red stags are between 7 kg up to over 12 kg, Fallow deer can grow to a 
trophy size up to 4,5 kg. Big Moufflon Rams can grow to a size over 90c m horn length. Wild 
Boars have also trophy sizes up to 28cm. 
 
Here you can hunt for Moufflon, Redstag Common, Roedeer, Fallowdeer and Wildboars. 
Every year we do here many driven wildboar hunts. Here the hunting is still a unique and 
grand adventure. It is truly a must visit location, as there is nothing quite like it anywhere else. 
  
Accommodation: 
With two options to choose from there is a world class accommodation waiting for you. 
Firstly the famous Manor House Villa Laslo which has an indoor pool, as well as wellness 
centre. See more photos on our Website www. fnhunting.com 
Secondly a four star option which has a Golf Course on the property. 
 
 
  



 
 
Single Hunting (Walking & Stalking, High Sit) 
On all animals you can hunt by walking & stalking or waiting from high raised stands. 
It is the best way to get your dream trophies. We offer hunting by 1:1 or 2:1. 
That means: 1 Hunter with 1 4X4 Car and 1 Professional Hunter are a team or 2 Hunters with 
1 4X4 Car and 1 Professional Hunter are a team. To get all species you should plan 10-12 
days for hunting. To get just a few species from Austria you should plan 5-7 days for hunting. 
 
Group hunting / Driven hunting:  
Wild Boar & Other Big Game:  
We only do quality driven hunting in the Danube territory. For a successful hunt there must be 
a group of 3-10 hunters, depending on the area. In our areas it is absolutely possible to shot 
about 50-80 boars / per group / per day. In some areas you can hunt for Red Stag, Fallow 
Deer, Moufflon and Sika Deer along with Wild Boar. 
The accommodation for this hunt is in a famous castle or Chateau with antique furniture and 
aristocratic flair or in a luxury Hotel near the area. From Hotel or Castle it is about a 15min 
drive to the hunting ground. 
 
The hunting organisation on driven hunting consists: 20 beaters, 5-10 dog handlers, and 
professional guide for every hunter, skinner, cook, waiter and traditional horn blowers. We 
normally organise 2-3 drives per hunting day. Between the drives we have lunch at our 
hunting camps. 
 
In Romania we offer the challenging driven brown bear and Wild Boar hunting .  
Our success rate on driven bear hunting was in the last 4 years 100%. Every hunter saw min. 
5 -7 bears in just 3 hunting days. In Romania you find the biggest brown bear of Europe. The 
accommodation is in a modern hunting lodge or in luxury hotel. In three days hunting, 
normally every hunter shoots a big bear and a few wild boars of different quality. 
 
Game Birds 
For Pheasants and Ducks we mainly hunt in Slovakia, Czech Rep. and Hungary. 
Over the last 20 years we have developed the most exclusive and traditional shooting estates 
dating back to the Austro-Hungarian monarchy and we only offer quality shoots around our 
magnificent chateaux for daily bags from 500 to 2000 birds for hunting parties of minimum 6 
guns up to 12 guns. The accommodation is in famous castle or Chateau with antique furniture 
and aristocratic flair. 
We have developed the shooting estates for many years, and now we are able to offer great 
shoots to our international wing shooters. Some of these estates are in hilly terrain, with 
excellently placed drives, perfect hunting organisation and well trained loaders, beaters and 
dogs, as well as horn blowers throughout the day. All shooting areas are within a distance of a 
15 to 50 minutes’ drive from one of the chateaux’s by coach-bus. There are eight different 
estates to choose from. 
For all our areas where we do driven hunting, we organise traditional ceremony (horn blowers 
etc. ) after the hunting.  
That means: All the animals which get shot in the hunting day will brought to a field and will 
be seated in traditional lines. Around the lines we will prepare fire and other traditional 
decorations. When the ceremony starts, hunting signals from traditional hunting horns will be 
played. It is a truly special experience that every hunter should experience.  
  



 
 
 
Hunting Season: 
Chamois:   August to December 
Alpine Ibex:   September to December 
Moufflon:   July to December 
Red Stag:   Fallow- and Sika Deer: August to December 
Roe Deer:   May to October 
 
 
Climate: 
Springtime:  March to June,10-20  degree Celsius  
Summer:   June to September, 20-30  degree Celsius 
Autum:  September to December: 10 to -10  degree Celsius 
Winter:   December to March: -15-10  degree Celsius 
 
 
Weapons: 
For Roe Deer         min. 5.6mm 
For Wild Boar, Fallow Deer, Red Stag, Ibex and Moufflon  min 7 mm 
For Chamois         min 6 mm 
For Driven hunts on Wild Boars     min 8 mm 
For Game Birds: 3-4 mm shotgun cal. 12, 16 or 20,   Depending on Species 
 
 
How to get there : 
Graz, Klagenfurt, and Vienna are our preferred arrival airports. Guests will be collected from 
the airport and than taken to the hunting grounds by car. 
If guests come by car to Austria, we will meet together at a meeting point. 
In order to enter Austria you need a valid passport. US Citizens need not to apply for Visa. 
NON US Citizens have to apply for Visa at the Embassy of Austria in their particular country. 
 
 
Vaccination 
Please ask your Medical Professional  
 
 
Sight seeing / Wellness / Skiing etc. 
Austria is ideal for family vacations. Accompanying persons and children are very welcome. 
We enjoy organizing excursions to the many tourist destinations in and round Austria. Some 
of these include Vienna, Salzburg, Venice, Budapest, Triglav National Park and National Park 
Hohe Tauern a.s.o. 
We can also organize trips to such things as concerts, opera, museums, Spanish horse riding 
school a.s.o. 
 

We Look Forward to Hearing From You, 
Your FN Hunting Team 


